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THE writer has been for some time engaged in making a 
catalogue of the pottery and porcelain in the Mayer 

Collection, and this work has involved a classification of the 
specimens. The difficulty of effecting such an arrangement in a 
satisfactory manner, must be experienced to be fully appreciated. 
Each group has its problems ; and concerning some, there seem 
to be but few satisfactory solutions. The history, fabric, mani 
pulation, age, and locality, all form points of interest for the 
enquirer to determine; and in the lapse of time which has 
occurred since the objects came into existence, many of these 
details have passed out of record and remembrance.

The group of Early English pottery, however, comprising all 
the English productions subsequent to the Roman and Anglo- 
Saxon times, and previous to the i8th century, is as difficult a 
class to deal with as any, and principally for the reason that it 
offers so few distinctive features. There seems to be a dead 
level in the art of pottery throughout those five or six centuries. 
The materials used were of the very simplest kind, and the 
ornamentation, with a few exceptions, was extremely rude. The 
chemical ingredients of the various clays do not appear to have 
been understood, and all the mediaeval fabrics are of the simple 
kind arrived at by peoples who are acquainted only with the
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appearances of clays. It was not until the introduction of 
Eastern porcelain fabrics into this country, in consequence of 
the Dutch and English connection with India and China, that any 
attempt was made to work upon the chemical properties of the 
clays. Josiah Wedgwood dates this revival in the art of pottery 
from the introduction of tea ; for with the tea came the cups and 
saucers, the imitation of which quickly followed. Although the 
mediaeval wares are exceedingly rude, the fact remains that they 
were for centuries the work of the English people, and in com 
mon use throughout the country. From this point of view 
the subject is not without interest. There are examples of 
this mediaeval pottery, scattered about in various museums and 
private collections in England, which would form a very interesting 
series if they were well drawn, and published in one work. It 
would be satisfactory also to try and trace out where they were 
made, and excavate the sites of some of the pot-works, to dis 
cover, if possible, the methods used by the mediaeval potters in 
manipulation and firing.

Such enquiries would assist towards a more careful classification 
of the wares something more particular and satisfactory than 
the vague grouping usually employed, such as " Norman," 
" Early," " Late," &c. The various works on pottery recently 
published in England do not offer very much assistance in this 
matter. They give dates to distinctive pieces, such as figures of 
knights in armour ; but the majority of specimens have no such 
features, and fall under the general headings of " Norman " and 
" 15th century." In some cases reference is made to mediaeval 
manuscripts, and drawings given of the vessels figured in them; 
but, of course, there is always the possibility that such vessels 
may be of another material, and it would be difficult to state for 

certain which are pottery and which are either metal, leather, 
wood, glass, or horn. On the Bayeux tapestry both Saxons and 
Normans are represented as drinking from horns, and eating from 
bowls of a very different shape to anything the pottery savants 
usually call Norman. The exact meaning to be attached to the 
term Norman too, is not very clear. Does it refer to a species of
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potter)' which can be definitely described as of such and such a 
fabric, form, colour, and glaze, and known, from parallel pieces 
found in France, to be of Norman origin ? Or does it refer to 
the sort of pottery which it is ordinarily supposed was made in 
England during the Norman dynasty ? The terms Celtic and 
Teutonic pottery have a distinct connection with well-known 
fabrics and forms, but the Norman wares have not been at present 
clearly distinguished from pottery of a much later date.

Whilst the writer was debating how to proceed with the classi 
fication of the Early English pottery in the Mayer Collection, it 
occurred to him that, to follow up a particular group of speci 
mens, found upon the site of an old pot-work, and definitely 
identified as " Norman" pottery, would probably lead to some 
results and give him some information. Accordingly he selected 
a well-known group, and secured for himself an agreeable expe 
dition, and a not unfruitful excavation.

In the second volume of Mr. LI. Jewitt's Reliquary, at p. 216, 
there is an announcement of the discovery of some mediaeval 
pottery in a field belonging to Lord Scarsdale, situated near to 
the roadside, on the turnpike between Derby and Duffield. The 
pieces are described, and some of them figured. The most 
important pitcher is figured on Plate XII. Subsequently the 
pieces were figured and described in Mr. Jewitt's work, Ceramic 
Art of Great Britain, vol. i, p. 78 et seq. Mr. Jewitt described 
these specimens without apparent hesitation as " Norman" 
pottery; stated that they were part of the refuse of an adjoining 
pot-work, and so far interested the writer, that he determined, 
without delay, to see the specimens, and ascertain if anything 
more could be rescued from the site of their manufacture. It 
appeared to him that this was an opportunity of really discovering 
something definite to go upon. If these pieces were found in 
tolerably good condition, with a certain kind of glaze and orna 
mentation, surely there must be many others, if only fragments, 
which would serve as illustrations of a class, and possibly lead 
to the identification of many specimens preserved in various 
collections.
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Mr. Jewitt's description of the pieces was clear, but it did not 
go quite far enough for purposes of comparison ; the writer there 
fore called upon Lord Scarsdale, their owner, who had kindly 
consented to his making a careful examination of them.

The group consists of a few pitchers of rude make, coated with 
an olive-green glaze. The most important specimen is a bulky, 
ugly pitcher, of a pale red body, coated with an olive-green 
glaze, mottled with brown spots, as if some colouring matter 
(manganese ?) had been sifted over it. The body of the pitcher 
appeared to the writer to be much heavier and coarser than the 
ware usually termed " Norman," and, as before remarked, the 
green was of a duller shade than that usually found on Early 
English pottery.

Round the outside of the vessel are five horse shoes and two 
buckles, rudely moulded in relief, and apparently in a light- 
coloured clay. When the writer first saw the jug he felt uncertain 
if these insignia had been poured on, like the slip decoration, or 
applied whilst the clay was in a stiffer condition, or worked up 
with a tool from the body of the jug itself; he still feels it a 
little difficult to determine the point, but a friend, a practical 
potter, judging from some of the fragments the writer brought 
from Burley Hill, inclines to the last view, viz., that the 
ornamentation was worked up from the surface of the body. 
These heraldic insignia gave great interest to this jug. The 
horse shoe was a badge of the Ferrers family, who once 
owned the surrounding property; and Mr. Jewitt, in describing 
the jug as Norman, seems to confirm his opinion by the fact that 
the Ferrers family were the Norman Earls of Derby. The 
question then arises, Did the Ferrers family use the badge in 
Norman times, and was it accompanied by a buckle? Mr. 
Planche states that he can find no authority for the appearance 
of the horse shoe in their coat until the i3th century. Mr. 
Philip Evelyn Shirley tells the writer that he never heard of the 
buckle as a Ferrers' badge, and he is of opinion that badges were 
not used at all till the end of the i4th, and principally in the 
15th and i6th centuries. Several of the authorities at the
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Heralds' College were unanimous in considering that these 
insignia were much more likely to be a tavern sign than any 
heraldic badge. It does not appear therefore certain that these 
horse shoes connect the jug with the Norman times of the 
Ferrers family. Connected with this point it may be interesting 
to know that three horse shoes were borne by the Augustinian 
Priory at Barley, not far from the site of the pottery; also, that 
three round buckles were granted to a family named Jodrell of 
Duffield, about one mile distant. At Calke Abbey, the seat of 
Sir John Crewe, situated a few miles on the other side of Derby, 
there is a Bellarmine jug, of rude English mottled stoneware, 
with three horse shoes impressed under the head, and one on 
either side. The family do not know how this Bellarmine comes 
to be there, but it is considered by them to be most probable 
that it came from Hemington, where they had a house, in which 
village (the writer has since ascertained) there was an ancient 
tavern with the sign of " The Three Horse Shoes."

The next point of interest was to visit the field where the jugs 
were found. It is some distance from Kedleston Hall, and the 
property has recently passed from Lord Scarsdale's hands into 
the estate of Mr. John Evans, M.P., of Allestree Hall, Derby, 
adjoining whose park the field lies. The writer therefore called 
upon Mr. Evans, who kindly took him to the field, and gave every 
information in his power. The jugs were found in making a drain 
down the middle of the field, and it was believed at some depth. 
The Avriter walked over the grass with the hope of seeing some 
prominence or outline to encourage the hope that there might 
still be the remains of a kiln. On the side adjoining the park 
the field was uninterestingly flat, but on the side remote from the 
park the ground rose in several places into artificial-looking 
mounds, not of any great height, but sufficient to excite the 
curiosity as to what might be within them. One of these mounds 
in particular struck the writer as being artificial, and on 
mentioning to Mr. Evans the possibility of this being a refuse 
heap, as Mr. Jewitt had considered the field the site of an old 
pot-work, and expressing a desire to test its contents, Mr. Evans
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kindly said that if the tenant, Mr. George Tomlinson, of Allestree, 
had no objection, the writer was at liberty to excavate.

Having obtained Mr. Tomlinson's consent, the writer, accom 
panied by his brother, the Rev. Reginald A. Gatty, arrived on the 
ist of October at the scene of action with a spade and pickaxe. 
The spade was applied to the very top of the mound before- 
named, and a square sod removed, exposing a dark-coloured soil, 
in which lay seven or eight potsherds. This confirmed the view 
that this was a refuse heap, and a systematic excavation was 
commenced at one side, cutting a passage of about four or five 
feet wide, straight from the outside to the centre. Even at the 
outside extremity the soil was well mingled with pottery, but as 
the passage went towards the centre the potsherds lay as thick as 
it was possible to cram them down. Tops, bottoms, handles, 
and sides of bowls and pitchers of all sizes, and these mingled 
with a quantity of charcoal, and some fragments apparently of 
coal, and a great quantity of a fired brick-like substance in rough 
lumps, which had probably formed part of some rude kiln sides. 
But there was no trace of any constructed kiln ; and it is possible 
that this was a rough clay covering to small, single clay kilns, 
which might have been built up at any point over the clay field. 
No coins or implements, unfortunately, were to be seen to give a 
clue to the date ; but Mr. Evans had an impression that a coin 
of Edward III was found in the field at the time when Lord 
Scarsdale's pitchers were discovered.

The specimens which are on exhibition here this evening will 
give you a better idea of the sort of pottery found at Burley Hill 
than any further description. Out of the large quantity which 
the excavators brought away these are a selected number of 
specimens. There is but little beauty about them, as you will 
perceive; and I think some of the natives around Burley Hill 
were at a loss to discover why so much trouble was taken to 
obtain nothing but a few old pot " wastrels."

The two plates (X and XI), which accompany this paper, offer 
the reader a very correct notion of some of the most curious 
specimens found at Burley Hill. No. i on Plate X is of a light
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red clay, the outside surface having been washed with a light- 
coloured clay slip under the glaze ; the rude caricature upon it is 
evidently meant for a skeleton, the ribs being indicated by three 
rough lines. No. 2 is of the same fabric, and evidently the 
fragment of the lower part of a vessel, which has had a tap or 
bung. No. 3 is a handle in the same clay as the two last, and 
most probably from a low circular porringer like No. i Plate XI. 
No. 4 is a curious caricature of a stag's head. It is not easy to 
say what part of a vessel it has been; the horns are broken off 
short, the ears are tucked up close under the horns. The whole 
piece has been glazed, but it has been so much over-fired, that 
the glaze has a metallic brown appearance. No. 6 on the same 
plate is a tile of very unusual make. The body is light red, and 
the front is coated with a green glaze. The cross branches in 
the centre have an aperture behind them. On one side are two 
holes pierced horizontally, as if the tile was made for insertion 
into some ornamental work where it had to be supported from 
the side. No. 7 is an example of the ornamentation caused by 
the use of a stick, or some simple implement, upon the clay 
whilst in a moist state. No. 8 has also a punctured ornamenta 
tion ; the body is grey, and the raised ridges seem to be smeared 
on to the body, and made of finer clay; but a friend of the 
writer's, a practical potter as before mentioned, considered this to 
have been worked up with an instrument from the body. No. i 
on Plate XI is of a light red body, it has been glazed apparently 
only on the bottom of the inside. No. 2 is covered with a simple 
impressed pattern, and coated with green glaze ; it has been over- 
fired. No. 3, another over-fired piece, gives the shape of the 
rude pitchers made at Hurley Hill; it is glazed all over the 
outside. No. 4 is a handle, the raised ornamentation having 
evidently been applied whilst the clay was in a partially soft state. 
No. 5 is an excellent example of the glaze well-preserved, and of 
a fine colour : it is olive-green, dotted with small brown specks. 
No. 6 is a flanged roofing tile.

It will be seen that there is nothing of any great beauty or 
value in the find. The remaining specimens are only after the
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same style as these selected few. It is to be hoped that at some 
future time the heap may be more effectually ransacked, and that 
something may be found which will determine the date, and lead 
to a satisfactory elucidation of the many points of interest which 
are suggested by a study of " Mediaeval Potter)'." .


